Summary of the Evidence
In this case Minerals contests Citation 576874 issued by MSHA
pursuant to Section 104(a) of the Act.  MSHA asserts Minerals violated
30 C.F.R. 55.4-24(b) V
The parties agree that a Hensel Phelps' pickup truck on this
worksite was not provided with adequate fire protection.  The equip-
ment was therefore in violation of Section 55. 4-24(b)( Tr. 7-9).
But the parties disagree on whether Minerals was the proper
recipient of the citation.
MSHA's evidence reflects the following facts: MSHA inspector
Merrill Wolford issued the citation to Joe Jenkinsr a supervisor of
Union Oil Company (Tr. 9, 10).  The parties in the scenerio: Union Oil
Company owns Minerals and Kaiser Engineering (Tr. 10).  Hensel Phelps
was a subcontractor for Kaiser Engineering (Tr. 10).
Inspector Wolford is not sure how Minerals fits into the picture
but Minerals filed an operator's application with MSHA and received an
identification number (Tr. 17).  A large sign at the gate of the
worksite states "Union 76, Minerals Exploration Company".  The sign
also contains the MSHA identification number {Tr. 17) ,
Inspector Wolford testified that when on an inspection of the
premises they would go through a gap in the chain link fence to go
from the Minerals nine area to where Kaiser and Hensel Phelps were
located in the mill construction area ( Tr. 12, 13, 37).
Wolford had been coming to the worksite on several prior oc-
casions for a year.  Jenkins exercised authority over subcontractors
in handling and abating citations written by Wolford (Tr. 12, 38, 39).
On one occasion an electrical contractor refused to abate a violative
condition.  After a confrontation between the subcontractor and Kaiser
I/  The standard allegedly violated provides:
55.4-24 Mandatory.  Fire extinguishers and fire suppression
devices shall be:
(b) Adequate in mumber and size for the particular fire hazard
involved.
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